The invention having been described, what is claimed as new and useful is:

A common closure is provided for the display compartments and consists of a strip 11 hingedly mounted on a fixed strip 12 extending longitudinally of the case. The closure 11 is held in its closed position by a latch member 14 which may be of any conventional form.

When it is desired to change the samples in the display compartments, the closure member 11 is unlatched and raised and the transparent panel of any compartment may then be lifted and the contents will flow out at the bottom edge and either a new sample or a sample of a different commodity placed therein, the commodity corresponding to the sample being placed in the compartment just back of the display compartment.

In order to provide for the ready opening of the doors or covers 6, they are extended beyond the rear wall 3 to provide overhanging edges 15 which may be readily gripped to raise or open the doors or covers. Thus, no knobs or the equivalent are required to open the doors or covers and the top of the case is practically unobstructed except for the small space occupied by the hinges.

The invention having been described, what is claimed as new and useful is:

A case for the purpose indicated having dispensing and display compartments of which the latter is disposed directly in front of the former and arranged at an inclination from a vertical plane, individual swinging closures for said compartments, a transparent panel constituting the front wall of the display compartment, and guides in which the panel is slidably supported for its ready removal, the closure for the display compartment engaging the upper edge of said panel.
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